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1 - Kevin the Hedgehog

Name: Kevin the Hedgehog

Gender: Male

Species: Hedgehog

Age: 16

Birthdate: February 16th

Voice Comparision: Sonic the Hedgehog from Sonic X

Theme Song: "It Doesn't Matter" from Sonic Adventure 2 battle

Description:

Height: 3.3 feet
Weight: 77 lbs
Fur Color: Red with Blue Stripes ( Quills goes downward exactly like Sonic the Hedgehog )
Eyes: Green

Clothing and Accessories:
-Blue Shirt
-Green Cargo Pants
-Blue and Black Running Shoes
-White Gloves with Blue Wrists

Special Abilities:
-Super Sonic Speed
-Strength
-Fast Agility
-The Ability to turn into Super Kevin after collecting all of the 7 chaos emeralds

Status: Genesis the Hedgehog

Siblings: Shavin the Hedgehog and Light the Hegdehog

Best friends: Genesis the Hedgehog, RebeccaTripleTails, Maddy, Leann, Sonica, Pandora

Personality: Nice, funny, sweet, tough when he needs to be, very protective for his best friends, and
sometimes silly.



Likes:
-Being around his friends
-Going out with Genesis
-Adventure
-Playing tricks on his brothers
-Laying back and relaxing

Dislikes:
-Dr. Eggman
-Chris
-Being treated badly
-Boredom

Weaknesses:
-Jealously
-Being useless when loved ones are in in danger
-When Shavin and Light sometimes outsmart him

History:

Kevin's past was a sad one. When Kevin was born, he had two loving parents, but when he was only 3
months old, his father died from a terrible accident. Kevin was only raised by his mother and his two
brothers, Shavin and Light the Hedgehog. Over the years, Kevin was raised to be a nice and gentle
hedgehog. Kevin was a free going guy who enjoyed Adventure and excitement, going to places and
enjoying his life, not leting the death of his father slow him down because he knew that his father loved
him. Then when Kevin finally turned 16, he met a beautiful blonde hedgehog named Genesis the
Hedgheog. Soon after that they became instant best friends. Kevin later met a lot of friends along the
way of his life and enjoyed every moment with them. Nowadays Kevin likes to lay back, relaxing every
moment of his life with his best friends, his two awesome brothers, and just being himself.

Kevin (c) to SonicShadow2
Shavin (c) to SonicShadow2
Genesis (c) to Amyfan2004
Light (c) to SSonicSShadow



2 - Shavin the Hedgehog

Name: Shavin the Hedgehog

Gender: Male

Species: Hedgehog

Age: 17

Birthdate: November 13

Voice Comparision: Shadow the Hedgehog from Sonic Heroes

Theme Song:
-Good Side: "Live and Learn" from Sonic Adventure 2 Battle
-Bad Side: Shadow's Theme Song from Sonic Adventure 2 Battle

Description:

Height: 3.3 feet
Weight: 77 lbs
Fur Color:Yellow with Brown Stripes( Quills goes upward exactly like Shadow the Hedgehog )
Eyes:
-Good Side: Green
-Bad Side: Red

Clothing and Accessories:
-White T-Shirt with Red Jacket
-Blue Jeans
-Red with Blue Stripe going across Running Shoes
-White Gloves with Red Wrists

Special Abilities:
-Super Sonic Speed
-Strength
-Fast Agility
-The Ability to turn into Super Shavin after collecting all of the 7 chaos emeralds
-The Ability to turn to the Good Side or the Bad Side

Status: Single- Used to be with Sonica the Hedgehog

Siblings: Kevin and Light the Hedgehog



Best Friends: Sonica, Genesis, Maddy, Sabrina

Personality:
-Good Side: Nice, funny, sweet, and very protective for his friends
-Bad Side: Dark and troubled soul, very tough when mad, and sometimes searching for his forgotten
past

Likes:
-Being around his friends
-Adventure
-Running
-Power

Dislikes:
-Good Side:
Dr. Eggman
Being treated badly
Being really mad
Fighting
-Bad Side:
All of his friends and Brothers
Doing the right thing
Amnesia

Weaknesses:
-Not controlling his anger
-People reminding him of his forgotten past
-Fighting his brother, Kevin

History:

Shavin was always a good guy, but Shavin's past was almost exactly Kevin's early years. Shavin also
had to dealt with his father's death at almost the same age as Kevin, but Shavin could always hold back
his tears and just move on with his life. Shavin loved to spend time with his brother, Kevin, by going on
Adventures with him, playing together, and playing tricks on their older brother, Light. When Shavin was
17, he met his future wife, Sonica. They were a great couple, but over the years, Shavin and Sonica
decided to call it quits and just go seperate from now on and just be friends. But while they were still a
couple, they also met some friends along the way, Sabrina and Maddy, that stuck with them every foot
of the way. Then one day, on a ordinary day, the Earth was almost doomed when the Space Colony Ark
was falling in the Earth's Atmosphere, but then Shavin, Kevin, and Light decided that since that they
have the power to turn into their Super forms, they can help Sonic and Shadow help save the Earth.
Their mission was successful, but they had to suffer a loss. Shavin died while saving the Earth and now
Kevin and Light will always remember their good brother. Until one day, Dr. Eggman found Shavin's
body plumented to the ground, but he noticed that he still had some life in him. So Dr. Eggman decided
to help Shavin restore back his health and rise him to be evil. When Shavin finally came back to
concisousness, he had amnesia and couldn't remember anything about his past, so Dr. Eggman gave
Shavin a new memory and told him to destroy his friends, his brothers, and anybody who gets in his



way. Now Shavin is working with Dr. Eggman and suffering from Amnesia and will soon discover his
past once again.
~To Be Continued~

Shavin (c) to SonicShadow2
Kevin (c) to SonicShadow2
Sonica (c) to inuyashas_girl179
Light (c) to SSonicSShadow
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